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Biting back
Just because great white sharks are protected doesn’t mean we should be on their menu.
By Wade Graham
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REAT WHITE SHARKS

apparently are making a
comeback along the
Southern California coast.
That’s excellent news for the protected
great whites, but unsettling for the
millions of Californians who work and
play in the Pacific.
As an environmentalist and a surfer
who believes in protecting wild land
and wild animals, including big
predators that can harm humans, I’m
24 our approach to great whites. An
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extreme and, I believe, confused notion
of wilderness is in play here. In
Southern California, where our
neighborhoods push deeper and deeper
into the wild geography of mountains
and canyons, we are accustomed to
coyotes, bears and mountain lions
coming into our streets and yards. But
we nevertheless police this boundary.
We don’t accept that mountain lions or
bears should come onto our lawn and
attack one of us. Animals that do so are
moved, sometimes killed, without
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endangering the survival of the species
or the stability of the ecosystem.
That doesn’t happen with great
whites. In 2003, an angler on the
Hermosa Pier caught a juvenile white
shark. Thinking it was a mako shark
(of which you are allowed to catch two
per day) he kept it. But he was fined
and ordered to do community service.
A great white that killed a woman
swimming off Avila Beach two years
ago was seen several times in the
following weeks hunting seals just off
the beach. The little resort town
watched the summer season it depends
on go up in smoke, as visitors stayed
away in droves. As a protected species,
the shark could not be harmed.
Until recently, great whites found
south of Point Conception were
considered strays from their primary
hunting grounds, the seal colonies of
Northern California. An increase in
Southern California sightings began in
2003. However, the swelling number
of sightings could be sampling error:
More people go into the water every
year. Scientists urge caution in
jumping to conclusions, saying the
reported increase in sightings doesn’t
prove conclusively that white shark
numbers are rising. Yet they
acknowledge that mysteries remain
about these animals, including where
they breed, give birth and feed when
the seals leave their colonies for the
sea.
Young sharks probably pose little
danger to people. Their teeth are
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needle-like and close-set, adapted to
hold fish, not tear into large animals.
But as the sharks grow past 10 feet,
they develop bigger, wider teeth, set
farther apart, to allow them to eat
seals, small whales and other
mammals. These developing sharks are
the most agile and aggressive – and
may be more dangerous than larger
adults. Worldwide, just 27% of white
sharks that bite people are longer than
15 feet, while 50% are between 10 and
15 feet. It is extremely cold comfort to
know that if bitten by a smaller shark,
your likelihood of dying is 22%, versus
45% if your assailant is a large adult.
Clearly, sharks and people need to
be carefully managed. But only the
sharks have protection, under a
California law that took effect in 1994.
That law made sense at the time. The
1975 movie “Jaws” and a dozen years
of sequels sent more sportfishing boats
after big sharks for thrills. Today, as
seals, the sharks’ primary food, thrive
along the coast as a protected species,
no one knows if the great whites are
indeed endangered.
Knowing more about the shark is
vital. We should demand funding for
the science required to make the right
decisions. And we should end the
blanket protection offered these
animals when they turn up near our
beaches. Sharks that menace or attack
people should be managed in the same
way as problem bears and mountain
lions: captured and relocated if
possible, or killed if necessary.
Los Angeles Times
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Which of the following fits the gap in line 13?
A motivated by
B pleased with
C troubled by
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What is the main point made about Southern California in lines 15-28 (“In
Southern California … the ecosystem.”)?
A As more and more people come to live there, fewer predators remain.
B People there tolerate predators unless their presence becomes a threat.
C Predators and people have lived together there for many years.
D Thanks to people’s efforts, the number of predators has grown there.
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What is the aim of lines 30-43 (“In 2003 … in droves.”)?
A To explain that some types of shark can be difficult to distinguish.
B To illustrate the negative consequences of the protection of sharks.
C To make clear why young sharks are rightfully protected by law.
D To stress how dangerous sharks are for swimmers and fishermen.
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Which of the following statements is correct, judging from lines 49-63 (“An
increase … the sea.”)?
A People tend to exaggerate the numbers of great white sharks that they have
spotted.
B Scientists are not sure whether the population of great white sharks is really
growing.
C The large number of swimmers off the Californian coast attracts great white
sharks.
D The methods used for researching the habits of great white sharks are still
unreliable.
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Geef voor elk van de onderstaande beweringen aan of deze wel of niet
overeenstemt met de inhoud van de regels 64-81 (“Young sharks … large
adult.”).
1 Haaien vallen alleen prooien aan die kleiner zijn dan zij zelf.
2 Mensen worden vaker aangevallen door opgroeiende witte haaien dan door
volwassen exemplaren.
Noteer het nummer van elke bewering, gevolgd door “wel” of “niet”.
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What is suggested in lines 82-93 (“Clearly … endangered.”)?
The “law that took effect in 1994” (line 85)
A has caused the shark population to grow.
B has helped species other than sharks.
C may have stimulated shark hunting.
D may not be necessary anymore.
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What conclusion does Wade Graham arrive at in the last paragraph?
A Lawmakers should base their policies on research rather than on public
opinion.
B People should be allowed to take measures against aggressive sharks.
C Scientists should come up with ways to ensure the safety of swimmers in the
ocean.
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